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Project Goal: The goal of the ImagiNature is to reconnect children to their natural environment and in turn 
inspire a generation of environmentally conscious citizens, naturalists and conservationists. 
  
Project Objectives:  
1. Get children playing and active outdoors: The project will encourage outdoor play and stimulate 

the imagination through games, activities and displays at the Hope for Wildlife Society. These 
activities will be part of the visitor experience and accessible to all during visiting hours (Daily June-
August; Wednesday and Saturday in off-season)  

 
2. Connect kids with the local environment: The project will implement learning objectives with a 

focus on local wildlife and habitats into the various activities and displays and will encourage children 
to explore, experiment and learn on their own. 

 
3. Activate the imagination and decrease the reliance on television, video games, etc. to prevent 

‘boredom’ and introduce outdoor alternatives: Unstructured play, time outside and connection 
with nature are all important to a child’s mental and physical development. Unfortunately, children are 
spending more and more time indoors, stimulated by tv, the web, and video games; time spent 
outdoors is often limited to organized or structured activities. This inhibits the ability for children to use 
their own imagination to learn, explore and create a connection with their environment. There may be 
a perception that this is an urban problem, but children living outside the city also have access to the 
same technologies and comforts of the indoors. While there are a number of opportunities in the local 
area for outdoor sport and recreation, these are generally structured, organized or manufactured – 
ImagiNature is about spontaneity, imagination, and ‘free-range’ play. 

 
 
 
Outline of work completed: 
 
ImagiNature Activity Guide: A booklet was created which includes information and activities about 
native wildlife and habitats. The guides are available in the Hope for Wildlife Learning Centre and are 
free for visitors to use during their visit and to take home 
 
Hidden Hollow: An area within the Wildlife Garden was chosen and developed. It is a secluded area with 
natural surroundings of native trees and shrubs. Some seating was added to encourage people to spend 
time in the area observing and exploring, or using the activity guide 
 
Birds-eye view: A large sign was created for the tower which included information on ‘flyers and 
climbers’.  A copy of the sign in included in the acknowledgement section below. 
 
ImagiNature Picnic: An event was held to celebrate the launch of the ImagiNature project at Hope for 
Wildlife. Visitors were invited to take part in a picnic lunch in the wildlife gardens.  
 

 



Results:  Due to less funds being awarded than requested by other project contributors, one portion of 
the project has not yet been completed (the ‘jump game’). However, the portions completed have made 
a very positive contribution to the visitor experience at Hope for Wildlife and have had the desired 
outcome of helping to connect visitors to the natural environment. 
 
Our primary objectives of encouraging children and families to spend time exploring the natural 
environment and getting to know native plants was accomplished through the creation of new outdoor 
spaces in the wildlife garden (hidden hollow and seating in the vegetable garden) and distributing the 
ImagiNature activity guide which has outdoor activities and facts about local wildlife.  
 
The success of the project was evidenced by a significant increase in visits and visitor participation over 
previous years. Most notable was the increase in repeat visitors who returned to take part in tours and 
activities a second and in some cases a third time. Hope for Wildlife staff and volunteers observed 
visitors and especially children using the activity guides and exploring the new outdoor areas developed 
as part of the project. Most importantly, we saw children experiencing  outdoor play during their visits - 
which was the primary goal of the project.  
 
Achievements and Lessons Learned:   
The project as a whole seemed to be an overwhelming success however it wasn’t without its challenges. 
Because the visitor experience at Hope for Wildlife uses primarily a guided tour format, it became 
difficult at time to accommodate the high volume of visitors. The ImaginNature activity guide helped to 
take some of the pressure off by providing visitors the opportunity to do a bit of exploring on their own. 
Hope for Wildlife is exploring the idea of taking the activity guide a step further and developing a larger 
visitor guide so visitors won’t have to be so reliant on a guided tour.  
 
Follow-up Steps: We hope to complete the final component of the project (the jump game) this 
summer.  
 
Use of NSHCF Funds: NSHCF contributed $3,400 towards the project. Please see the attached financial 
report for a project budget breakdown. 
 
Acknowledgement of funds received and logo use: 
 
Web Links: 
http://hopeforwildlife.net/project.html 
http://us6.campaign-
archive2.com/?u=848485361ba8e5eff5a100b5d&id=ba41bcc7b1&e=%5BUNIQID%5D 
(Electronic copy of annual newsletter. See article “Summer projects help connect visitors to the local 
environment”. 2500 print copies also distributed) 
 
Posters and Media (copies attached) 

- 100-in-1 day poster (featured on HFW website and facebook page) 
- Back cover of ‘ImagiNature Activity Guide’ (activity guides distributed out of the Hope for Wildlife 
Learning Centre) 

- ‘Flyers and Climbers’ sign 

 

http://hopeforwildlife.net/project.html
http://us6.campaign-archive2.com/?u=848485361ba8e5eff5a100b5d&id=ba41bcc7b1&e=%5BUNIQID%5D
http://us6.campaign-archive2.com/?u=848485361ba8e5eff5a100b5d&id=ba41bcc7b1&e=%5BUNIQID%5D
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